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John Grisham / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Aquarius · Ascendant: Gemini

YOUR GENERAL PROFESSIONAL TYPE
You like to get things going, here and now. Your work and workplace should offer
options to leave your personal mark. You have a learning and observing nature.
Don't forget to walk the talk and to keep a minimum of practicality. You show
who you are by what you create. You are involved in non-subjective, important
matters of a timeless, principled nature. You have a balanced set of purposes.
Work is a means to reach personal fulfilment for its own sake, but you also aim to
create personal wealth and to contribute something meaningful to society.

You are a Humanist. You have a broad, universalist view. You have a creative
and original mind. You need to work without pre-set limitations. You crave
personal freedom for yourself and others.

YOUR CORE SELF / PRIMARY ASPECTS
You are a Connector. You have a highly curious mindset. You are good at
inquiring, interviewing, uncovering and reporting. You are a good communicator
and fit for trade, the press and applied sciences in general.
You take a neutral and intermediary position in many things. You intellectualize,
yet act in a soothing, unifying way.

YOUR CORE SELF / ADDITIONAL ASPECTS
You strive for a leadership position. You may obtain decisive influence or even
fame in a smaller or wider circle.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / GENERAL
You have an urge for self-fulfillment but also for social belonging. This may lead
to you inventing new ideas and concepts which resonate with the outside world.
There may be some power struggle as well.
Your home is your castle. You have a talent for hospitality.
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John Grisham / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Aquarius · Ascendant: Gemini

YOUR CORE TALENTS / DOING
You are ambitious, enthusiastic and good at building a team or community. You
are good at new relation development. You may be a trend spotter or creative
researcher and developer. You shuttle between chaos and order, the end and
new beginnings which seem to emerge out of nothing. You have a latent
aggression waiting to be put to use.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / THINKING
You are a good legislator. You have a strong intellectual capacity. You are playing
according to plan. You are an active communicator. You are curious, quick and
pragmatic. Your span of attention is limited. Tasks and projects should be shortcycled.

SOME STRENGTHS...AND CHALLENGES
You have a talent for fashion and all the insecurities that come with it. You are
sensitive and have a holistic, intuitive take on things. You may be able to create
synergy between the world of dreams and reality, as long as you can distinguish
facts from fiction. Avoid misleading yourself or others, possibly without intent.
You have the ability to pair intuition with intellect. You should acknowledge your
interest in the cycle of life and death of all living matter. You are good at looking
both backward and forward. You can become master of your own life. You may
get along really well with public authorities - or become one yourself. You are
very earnest and diligent. Understand that these traits are not an end in itself.
You are good at training people for communication and operational skills. It's a
great way to overcome your own insecurity in the area.
You are somewhat of a lone wolf and tend to act on impulse. Open plan offices
are not for you. Beware of being stuck in future-oriented expectations instead of
acting here and now on your behalf.
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John Grisham / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Aquarius · Ascendant: Gemini

YOUR WAY OF ASSET BUILDING
Creating and preserving wealth, material results and/or group recognition is key
for you.
Your income and wealth may wax and wane. You have a conservative approach
to investing. You are apt to attend to family business or real estate. You are fit to
work from a home office. You have a knack for real estate. You have a talent for
accumulating wealth, for example through building construction. You are at home
in the established bourgeoisie.

YOUR TYPE OF WORKING LIFE
You are ambitious, have well-defined targets and like to take initiative in the
workplace. You are idea-driven and good at learning on-the-job. You are a good
teamworker. You have a keen interest in aesthetics and legal matters. You can be
a problem-solver or crisis-manager. You may be a psychiatrist. Or you may be an
inventor, technician or engineer. You are also suited to be an insurer or notary.
You are good at resource utilization and risk management. Conditions may be or
have been harsh at times. You may work too hard.
You may work in professions that convert abstract principles into concrete
perceivable shape: music, religion or creative mass communication. You are
talented for the arts, healthcare and social work. You are not a typical
teamworker and need your own space.

YOUR PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Accept superpersonal, mundane responsibilities to sustain your intimate sphere.
Dare to let go and grow beyond defensive materialism and conformism which
may keep you small.
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John Grisham / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Aquarius · Ascendant: Gemini

YOUR RESULTS
You find your goal in life slowly but surely. You are highly flexible and adaptive in
your goal-setting. Your goals may be greatly mental and spiritual. Your
destination is in searching originality and truth regardless of actual standards.
Your ultimate destination is determined by your fundamental ability to practically
operate, reproduce and communicate. You are an intellectual, legislator or
communicator.

YOUR GENERAL ROLE IN SOCIETY
Broadly, your position is in the Social stage between the earlier Individualist and
later Governance stage. In the Social stage, the ego meets the outside world.
More specifically, yours is the Fulfillment phase. This phase stands for insight
into what is meaningful and for conscious participation. You achieve synthesis
instead of ambiguity. You deliver tangible concepts.
Within this phase, you have the position of Unifier. You connect people by
focusing on common values and broadly shared sentiments and beliefs. Famous
persons with this Unifier position are Jamie Oliver, Coco Chanel.

YOUR ABILITY TO HELP OTHERS
You have a talent to recognize uniqueness in others, to create connections and
social / technological networks and to ensure justice for others.
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